
IN BOX BAGMAKER MS-L

BAG IN BOX



LAYOUT

Technical Data
Container types   octabin, metal cages, goodpack, wooden crates
     wire mesh cages, cardboard boxes
Min. container size   L 800x W 800 H 800 mm
Max. container size   L 1400x W 1300 H 2000mm
Film type    tubular PE with side guesset
Film thickness   30÷150 µm
Film roll diameter (each)  max 1000mm
Film roll weight (each)  600Kg
Number of film reels   1÷3
Capacity    70 boxes/hr
Installed power   14.5 kW
Compressed air supply  6 bar
Air consumption   100Nl/box
Touch Panel    Siemens TP700
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Option
45° K sealer



THE PROCESS

MS-L in box bagmaker is a state of the art packaging machine, capable of working with different container 
types with or without pallet, different footprints and variable heights.

It can be configurated with up to 3 different film types to offer extreme flexibility in the box type and shape 
and an unbeatable production autonomy.

The MS-L_S is a fully automated liner inserter, which 
from a reel of tubular PE film, tailor makes and 
inserts bags into every type of large size containers.

The MS-L is capable of working with octabins, 
metal cages, goodpacks, wooden crates, wire mesh 
cages, cardboard boxes all with variable heights 
and footprints.

Manual insertion of the bag inside a large box is 
always very challenging as it is difficult for the 
operator to position the bag evenly inside the 
container.

MS-L bagmaker automatically unwinds the film of 
the desired length, cuts it and positions it perfectly 
inside the box thanks to the calibrated air blowers.



Film reel end integrated sensor
Automatically advices when the film is near 
the end of the reel

Flat bag in the box:
The calibrated air blowing system positions 

the bag flat on the bottom of the box

Up to three film reels
Capable of working with many box types 
and different footprints

Fail safe bag opening
Mechanical gripper and position clamps 

securely each bag in the right place

Motorized film reel
To work with all the film thicknesses



The MS-L inbox bagmaker is equipped with a pneumatic 
centering device which aligns automatically the 
container in the middle of the conveyance line.

This device ensures that the bag is placed perfectly in 
centre of the container to have the upmost packaging 
results.

ONE FITS ALL

OCTABINS

WOODEN CRATES

METAL CAGES GOODPACK

CARDBOARD BOX

MS-L in box bagmaker has low maintenance 
requirements.

The lowerable head allows easy inspections 
and periodical adjustment at operator level 
for a safer working environment.

WIRE MESH CAGES
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Based in the North of Italy, OFFICINA BOCEDI is one of the worldwide 

leader manufacturers of end of the line packaging systems. Bocedi 

complete product range includes stretch and shrink hood machines, 

conveyance lines, vertical and horizontal strapping machines , in box 

bagmakers and a multitude of customisable accessories to fit the most 

demanding packaging cycle.

The company has skilfully optimised its production using the over 55 

years of worldwide experience on the market to design and to install 

state-of-the-art packaging solutions, tailored machines and packaging 

cycles to offer a turnkey and perfect fit system suitable for any type of 

product.


